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Happy New Year and welcome to
the first edition of our new monthly
newsletter! 2013 has gotten off to an
exciting start – especially as it relates
to taxes with Congress approving
the American
Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 . With
tax season on the horizon, learn
about how this important piece of
legislation may impact you.
At Lesemann & Associates we are
dedicated to improving your fiscal
health and prosperity. Visit our
website often, Like Us on Facebook ,
follow us on Twitter or LinkedIn to
get updates and access a wealth of
information important to your
financial health and well-being.
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Interest rates at historically low levels are great
for those looking to refinance a mortgage or
borrow money to start a business. However,
people who rely on their investments for income
have sought out a variety of alternatives to
rock-bottom yields on U.S. Treasuries,
including high-yield bonds. If you're considering
investing in high-yield bonds--sometimes called
"junk bonds"--yield shouldn't be the only factor
in your decision.

have precedence over common stocks in the
event of a bankruptcy; that increases the odds
that you would receive at least part of your
original investment if the issuer went under.

The advantages

before it matures. The lower current interest
rates are, the more likely they are to trigger call
provisions on bonds with a higher rate. If you
rely on the interest from a high-yield bond and it
gets called, you'll be faced with the challenge of
replacing that income.

Factors to consider

Not surprisingly, default rates on high-yield
bonds tend to be lower when the economy is
robust; renewed recession could mean more
defaults by companies already on shaky
ground. Also, remember that selling any bond
What are high-yield bonds?
before it matures could mean a loss of
High-yield bonds are corporate bonds
principal. While interest rates are expected to
considered less than investment grade (a rating remain low for another couple of years, bond
of BB or lower from Standard & Poor's or Fitch, values generally are likely to fall when rates
Ba or lower from Moody's). A bond can fail to
begin to rise. A credit rating downgrade of your
achieve investment-grade status for many
high-yield bond also would likely reduce its
reasons. A company may be in a turnaround
market value. Finally, recent investor interest
situation; high-yield bonds have frequently been has boosted prices of high-yield bonds
used as a way to finance large-scale leveraged generally; consider getting expert help in
buyouts, such as that of RJR Nabisco in the
deciding whether high-yield, investment-grade
1980s. Or the company might already have
debt, or dividend-paying equities represent a
substantial debt on the books, or have a risky
better investment at current valuations.
or untested business model. Whatever the
If you're a long-term investor, there's another
reason, there is greater uncertainty about the
factor to consider. Bonds can have a call
company's ability to repay its debt.
provision that lets the issuer redeem the bond
So why would an investor be willing to face
those risks? In a word, yield. The more
uncertainty about an issuer's ability to repay its
debt, the higher the interest rate investors
typically demand from its bonds. As of early
November 2012, one benchmark index of
high-yield bonds was yielding almost 4% more
than a comparable index of corporate bonds,
and almost 5% more than a 10-year Treasury.*

Also, individual high-yield bonds can
sometimes be less liquid than investment-grade
bonds, so you might have some difficulty selling
the bond at your asking price. And during
periods of global uncertainty, high-yield bond
Because a junk bond's yield is often more
values can drop as investors flock to less risky
dependent on the quality of the issuer than on
investments generally. As with any investment,
other factors, it can sometimes be less affected
make sure you're being compensated for the
by interest rate changes than investment-grade
level of risk you're willing to take.
yields. That difference can provide an additional
*Data based on yields reported for Merrill Lynch
level of diversification for a bond portfolio
(though diversification alone cannot guarantee High Yield Constrained Index, Barclays Capital
U.S. Corporate Bond Index, and daily Treasury
a profit or protect against potential loss). You
yield curve rates as of November 7, 2012.
can provide still another level of diversification
by investing in a variety of high-yield bonds
from different issuers in different industries.
Don't forget that even high-yield bonds typically
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Compounding Can Add Fuel to Your Portfolio
If you enter the terms "Albert Einstein" and
"compounding" into an Internet search engine,
you'll discover a wide variety of quotes
attributed to the great inventor. Some results
say Einstein called compounding the "greatest
mathematical discovery of all time," while
others say he called it the "most powerful force
in the universe." Despite the many variations,
Einstein's point is valid: compounding can add
fuel to your portfolio's growth. The key is to
allow enough time to let it go to work.

Time and money can work together
Note: The examples in this
article are hypothetical and
for illustrative purposes
only. They assume a steady
6% annual rate of return,
which does not represent
the return on any actual
investment and cannot be
guaranteed. Moreover, the
examples do not take into
account fees and taxes,
which would have lowered
the final results. Speak with
a financial professional
about how these examples
might relate to your own
investing circumstances.

The premise behind compounding is fairly
simple. If an investment's earnings are
reinvested back into a portfolio, those earnings
may themselves earn returns. Then those
returns earn returns, and so on. For instance,
say you invest $1,000 and earn a return of
6%--or $60--in one year. If you reinvest,
combining that $60 with your $1,000 principal,
and earn the same 6% the following year, your
earnings in year two would increase to $63.60.
Over time, compounding can snowball and
really add up.
Say at age 45 you begin investing $3,000
annually in an account that earns 6% per year,
with earnings reinvested. At age 65, your
$60,000 principal investment would be worth
almost twice as much--about $117,000. That's
not bad, right?
Now consider what happens if you begin
investing at age 35, using the same
assumptions. By 65, your $90,000 principal
would nearly triple to just over $250,000.

Finally, consider the results if you start at age
20: your $135,000 investment would be worth a
jaw-dropping five times as much--$676,524.
That's the power of compounding at work.

But how long do I have to wait?
If you'd like to estimate how long it might take
for your investment to double, you can use a
principle known in investment circles as the
"Rule of 72." To use the rule, simply divide 72
by the expected rate of return. For example, if
you expect to earn an average of 8% over time,
the Rule of 72 gauges that your investment
would double in approximately nine years. (This
rule applies to lump-sum investments, not
periodic investment plans such as those given
as examples in this article.)
With compounding, the more patience you
have, the better off you may be over the long
term. The examples in this article assume a
steady 6% rate of return each year; however, in
reality, no investment return can be
guaranteed. Your actual earnings will rise and
fall with the changing economic and market
conditions. That's why it's so important to stay
focused on the long term. Over time, the ups
and downs may average out, and your earnings
can potentially go to work for you.
Perhaps that's why Einstein called
compounding "man's greatest invention." Or
was it the "eighth wonder of the world"?
Regardless ... you get the idea. When it comes
to investing, time can be the power behind your
potential success.
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Real-life Financial Tips for Different Generations
Do you remember The Game of Life®? In
Milton Bradley's popular board game, players
progress through life stages making decisions
that affect their prosperity. Like those players,
today's generations face financial decisions
with lasting effects. Here are some tips for
staying focused despite life's ups and downs.

Generation Z (teens to early 20s):
Accustomed to instant gratification, the "Digital
Generation" may need to recognize that
financial success takes diligence and patience.
Consider sharing the following advice with the
Gen Zers in your life:
Live within your means. Your first paycheck
provides the chance to learn valuable lessons,
such as creating a budget and spending less
than you earn.

help stay focused, consider the following:
Retirement savings trump college savings.
Don't risk your future to pay for your children's
entire education. There's no financial aid office
in retirement.
Don't neglect your health. Are you
experiencing new aches and pains? At this age,
medical issues can begin to surface,
demanding time, energy, and financial
resources. Take care of yourself, and before an
emergency arises, review your health and
disability coverage.
Create a will, if you don't already have one.
This important document can help ensure your
children are cared for and your assets are
distributed according to your wishes. Medical
directives should also be established now.

Build a saving habit. You have one powerful
advantage over other generations--time. Why
not make saving automatic and direct a part of
your paycheck into a savings or investment
account?

Baby boomers (50s and 60s):

Understand credit and credit reports. A good
credit history helps you get a car loan and a
mortgage, but a bad one can ruin your
borrowing chances for years. Reviewing your
credit report regularly can help you manage
your finances and protect your identity.

Shift your retirement savings into high gear.
People over 50 benefit from higher savings
limits on 401(k)s and IRAs. Strive for the
maximum.

If you're in this age group, you may have both
adult children and elderly parents who need
assistance, as well as an impending or current
retirement. Pointers for you include:

Visit a financial professional. When should
you tap Social Security and your retirement
Generation Y (20s and early 30s):
savings? How should you invest your assets to
potentially provide a lifetime of income? A
In this group, you could be juggling your first
"real" job, college loans, marriage, a first home, financial professional can be a critical coach at
this time of your life.
and young children. Three points for you:
Investigate long-term care insurance. These
Risk management isn't just for companies.
policies help protect your family's assets from
Save 6 to 12 months' worth of living expenses
the potentially devastating effects of long-term
in a savings account for unexpected
emergencies. Review your insurance, and at a care. The older you get, the more expensive
these policies can be.
minimum, have health and property coverage.
Also consider disability insurance, which helps Retirees:
pay the bills during a health crisis.
The Game of Life ends when players reach
Start saving for retirement ... Like Generation retirement, but not so in real life--you still have
Z, time is your strongest ally. Participate in a
years ahead of you. Consider the following:
retirement savings plan at work, if offered, and
Review the basics. Whether you plan to travel
if your employer offers a match (free money!),
to exotic locales or play board games with your
contribute enough to get all of it. If you don't
grandchildren, a key to happiness is living
have a plan at work, open an individual
within your means. Develop a realistic budget
retirement account (IRA) and invest what you
and don't exceed your spending limits.
can (up to annual limits).
... And your children's college. In 18 years, a Manage your income stream. A financial
four-year degree could cost as much as several professional can help you choose vehicles and
hundred thousand dollars. Give your children a determine an investment strategy to help
ensure you don't outlive your assets.
head start by saving now.
Plan for your family's well-being. A properly
Generation X (30s and 40s):
crafted estate plan can help you ensure that
Home ownership, older children, a career in full your wishes are carried out--for both your and
swing--if you're in this group, your finances may your family's peace of mind.
take a back seat to life's daily demands. To
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CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: IRS
regulations require us to advise
you that, unless otherwise
specifically noted, any federal
tax advice in this
communication (including any
attachments, enclosures, or
other accompanying materials)
was not intended or written to
be used, and it cannot be used,
by any taxpayer for the purpose
of avoiding penalties;
furthermore, this
communication was not
intended or written to support
the promotion or marketing of
any of the transactions or
matters it addresses.

What health-care provisions are effective in 2013?
With the Supreme Court's
favorable ruling on the
constitutionality of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care
Act (ACA), more of the law's
provisions will become effective in 2013. Here
are some of the new features that may be
important to you.
Medicare Part D participants who reach a gap
in their drug coverage (the "donut hole") are
required to pay the entire cost of prescription
drugs out-of-pocket. In 2013, the ACA will
continue to close this gap by increasing
subsidies to reduce the cost of brand-name and
generic drugs to participants who reach the
donut hole. These subsidies will continue until
2020, when the participant's maximum
contribution toward the cost of prescriptions will
be reduced to 25%.
The threshold for the itemized deduction for
medical expenses increases from 7.5% to 10%
of adjusted gross income, beginning in 2013.
However, this increase is waived for taxpayers
age 65 and older through 2016.
In 2013, the annual pretax employee
contribution to a Section 125 cafeteria plan
flexible spending account (FSA) is reduced to

$2,500, subject to annual increases for
cost-of-living adjustments. The reduction does
not apply to certain employer nonelective
contributions (e.g., flex credits).
Beginning in 2013, the hospital insurance (HI)
portion of the payroll tax, commonly referred to
as the Medicare portion, increases by 0.9% for
individuals with wages exceeding $200,000
($250,000 for married couples filing a joint
federal income tax return, and $125,000 for
married individuals filing separately).
In addition, 2013 marks the imposition of a new
3.8% Medicare contribution tax on the
unearned income of high-income individuals.
This 3.8% contribution tax generally applies to
the net investment income of individuals with
modified adjusted gross income that exceeds
$200,000 ($250,000 for married couples filing a
joint federal income tax return, and $125,000
for married individuals filing separately).
Looking ahead, 2014 brings the implementation
of the health insurance exchanges, premium
and cost-sharing subsidies, and the
requirement that most individuals have health
insurance.

How does health-care reform affect women?
The Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (ACA)
expands women's access to
health insurance and adds
several reforms to the existing
health-care system that are specifically
beneficial to women.
Access to care and affordability are important
issues for women. According to the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services,
because almost twice as many women than
men who receive employer-provided health
insurance are covered as dependents, they are
susceptible to losing that coverage should they
become widowed, divorced, or if their husbands
lose their jobs.
In addition, the cost of coverage may
significantly impact women. Women earn less
than men, on average, and are more likely to
be out of the workforce to care for children,
parents, or other dependents. Because of this
trend, out-of-pocket costs such as co-pays,
deductibles, and premiums can pose a
particular threat to women's access to
affordable care.
The ACA provides for the creation of state-level
health insurance exchanges, available to small

businesses and uninsured individuals, that will
serve as a marketplace of private and public
health plans. Individuals and families
purchasing insurance through insurance
exchanges may be eligible for subsidies or tax
credits (based on income) that can be applied
towards the cost of insurance. According to the
U.S. Census Bureau, 20% of women between
the ages of 18 and 64, or about 19 million
women, are uninsured. Of those, it is estimated
that 36% will be eligible for tax credits and
subsidies.
ACA specifies essential health benefits for
women that must be offered by
nongrandfathered plans. These benefits include
maternity and newborn care, including prenatal
visits and pediatric services. Several preventive
services must be offered without co-payments
or deductibles, including mammography exams;
Pap tests; colonoscopies; type 2 diabetes
screening; obesity screening; several
immunizations including hepatitis, influenza,
and HPV; and alcohol and tobacco counseling.
Specific coverage benefits will continue to be
shaped by U.S. Health and Human Services
regulations.
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